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As a partner in the Todd Reed wholesale network, you have access to some of the most innovative 
jewelry available. Our goal is to support you with effective marketing, superb account management, 
and professional training to ensure your success with the Todd Reed brand.

This Dealer Resource Guide contains the majority of the information that you’ll need as our retail 
partner, whether placing an order or creating brand-centric marketing programs. The table of 
contents contains a comprehensive list of topics that will explain how to maneuver our processes 
with ease.  If you happen to have a question not covered in this Dealer Resource Guide, your 
dedicated Account Manager will gladly welcome inquiries on all things Todd Reed. We are listening 
and actively working to improve our resources in order to better target your needs.

We also encourage sharing this book with your sales staff and back office, as the information it 
contains can answer the majority of questions your staff might have about working with us.

We look forward to a long and prosperous relationship. Thank you for everything you do to support 
Todd Reed.

Continued Success,

John Blythe
National Wholesale Manager

Open Letter
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Todd Reed® is an American artisanal luxury jewelry company renowned for creating works of art 
using recycled metals and sustainably-sourced raw and fancy-cut diamonds. Todd Reed creations 
are all one-of-a-kind, hand-forged and finished by master jewelers in the Boulder, CO studio. Todd 
Reed creates an alchemy of precious metals and stones that merge rugged natural beauty with 
refined sculptural elegance—Raw Elegance®. It is a vision that fuses the iconoclastic spirit of an 
artist, the unwavering, handmade ethos of an artisan, and the sustainable methods of a modern-
day steward.

Heritage
The Todd Reed story is one of vision, courage, and bold innovation. An accomplished designer 
and passionate industry advocate, Todd exemplifies what is best about our industry. Born into a 
family of artists, Todd graduated from culinary school, created clothing, painted, sculpted, and 
eventually became a self-taught goldsmith. He’s an artist dedicated to process before result, and 
his art guides him both spiritually and professionally.  What had humble beginnings now spans 
over 25 years of groundbreaking design within the jewelry industry.

Todd moved to Boulder, Colorado in 1996. Inspired by nature, you might find him outside with his 
daughter admiring the Flatirons or riding solo on his motorcycle up a winding mountain road. 
He is still inspired by the sculpted essence of rough diamonds and is dedicated to pushing the 
boundaries of what luxury pieces can be.  In the 1990s, when people were still looking at rough 
diamond material as too obscure for finished jewelry, Todd Reed saw an opportunity. He was one 
of the first jewelers to use and market the use of raw diamonds in his work. This innovation created 
an aesthetic that revolutionized the industry. In 2012, JCK magazine published an article featuring 
10 products that revolutionized the Jewelry Trade. Todd’s work was featured as one of those product 
innovations. In reality, ‘flawless’ doesn’t really exist in people or in nature.  Any object magnified 
will reveal natural imperfections. Todd believes these differences should be embraced. The flaws 
are a part of who we are, and the jewelry is an honest spiritual interpretation of that awareness.

Boulder Showroom and Studio
Our contemporary workshop and flagship retail store are located in downtown Boulder, Colorado. 
The renowned Flatirons and Green Mountain Mesa provide nature’s most scenic backdrops. This 
location couldn’t be a more appropriate environment for the creation of Todd’s designs. The 
backdrop of the natural ruggedness inspires the creative energy infused into each design. Every 
piece is proudly made in our Boulder Studio. Our studio is a creative powerhouse, exhibiting high-
end original art and often hosting community social events. This collaborative environment is 
where each design is conceived by Todd, then fabricated by our team of master jewelers.  

Luxury means different things to each of us. Fine jewelry should be a personal statement of style, 
elegance, and sophistication. All of Todd’s creations offer clients the ability to interpret luxury on 
their terms, while at the same time setting the standard for others. Today’s collectors also want to 
reinforce luxury through environmentally responsible processes. For this reason, every one of our 
designs is made with recycled metals and ethically sourced diamonds. This commitment is a core 
value in our company.

The Todd Reed Story
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Todd Reed is a designer who is known as the pioneer of imaginative, innovative, unique and beautiful 
jewelry that is always handmade and built sustainably. The story of Todd Reed is a great American 
narrative that reflects the pioneering spirit of leadership, fearlessness and vision. Consumers are 
demanding connection with the brands they desire, and our story satisfies that emotional desire 
for partnership and purposeful connection.

Unique Manufacture
• We are a bespoke manufacturer
• Production is 100% handmade
• We build to sell, not to warehouse
• We offer definitive Point of Difference
• Our unique Value Proposition addresses the desire of the discerning luxury client who wants 

something artistic and incomparable

Forged as One
One Language, A Collective Voice. Forged as One is the heart of Todd Reed. In that dynamic is the 
synergy of Todd as Designer in collaboration with his artisan makers. Each artisan has their own 
makers mark and stamps every work they produce with their own mark along with the Todd Reed 
signature Octahedron Hallmark. Together with the required metal purity marks, this “lockup” 
becomes the embodiment of Forged as One.

Forged as One is important in a number of ways. Not only does it honor each piece as handmade, 
but it underscores its unique manufacture in Boulder, CO. Every piece has a clear provenance. 
Forged as One began in 2017 at the start of Todd Reed’s 25th year in business. The traditional 
Octahedron was replaced with the 25th Anniversary “25” mark. All pieces produced in 2017 bear 
the “25” mark in the Forged as One lockup. 

As a selling tool, Forged as One creates a connection between the purchaser and the Todd Reed 
brand.  It is both humanizing and inclusive. The jewelry has a provenance, and the hand of the 
maker becomes a part of the heritage. The stamp of each maker locates each piece at a place 
in time, much like the traditional hallmarking techniques of Europe. Pieces with the 25 mark are 
highly collectible, having been made during Todd’s silver anniversary year. 

Materials & Sourcing
At Todd Reed Inc., we believe in sustainability as it relates to our environment and our local and 
global community. Not because it is “in-fashion,” but rather because this has been a deeply held 
core value of our business since its inception in 1992. Some of the ways that we do this are:

• Use of Recycled Metals
• All our metals are sourced from recycled metals. 
• Use of Recycled Diamonds
• We use recycled diamonds in our designs whenever possible. We also incorporate customer-

owned diamonds into our designs when requested.  

Product Information
Philosophy on Manufacturing & Materials Sourcing
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Metals & Sustainability

Responsible Diamond Sourcing
Our diamonds are purchased from a select group of reputable dealers who source our 
diamonds from various diamond-producing countries including Africa, Australia, Canada, 
India and Russia under the full Kimberly Certification Compliance process.  

Sustainable Manufacturing
Sustainable manufacturing is the creation of manufactured products using processes that 
minimize negative environmental impacts. They are economically sound, conserve energy and 
natural resources, and are safe for employees, communities, and consumers. All of our jewelry 
is handmade in our Boulder, CO  studio by our master jewelers who are compensated with a 
competitive wage and benefits package, with special attention given to a healthy work-life balance. 

Industry Stewardship
We are an avid supporter of the Diamond Development Initiative (DDI) who specifically aims 
to make diamond mining an engine for development by supporting diamonds that are mined 
responsibly, safely and with respect for human rights, in conflict-free zones while providing fair 
prices to artisanal miners. We also support EarthworksAction.org, the No Dirty Gold Campaign, 
Jewelers for Children and a number of other organizations that benefit our communities and seek 
to improve the overall impact of the jewelry industry on the environment and the community.

Product Information
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The primary metals that we use in our designs are:  18 karat yellow gold
         18 karat rose gold
         Palladium
         Sterling Silver

Metal Finish
Our signature finish creates a rich texture that is subtle, yet brings out the depth and color of 
the precious metals used in our designs.  

Why Palladium?
Todd Reed, Inc. is pleased to feature palladium as an alternative metal choice to platinum and 
white gold in the manufacture of our designs. Palladium, an element of the platinum family, 
is a silvery-white metal that has been commercially used in the United States jewelry industry 
since 1939. The benefits of palladium are:

• It is 10% stronger than platinum, meaning it can wear longer with less scratching
• It is hypoallergenic, unlike white gold which is usually mixed with nickel and can cause 

allergic reactions
• It is typically less costly than platinum and white gold, even though it is 30 times more rare 

than gold in terms of quantities mined and produced for use

Patina
In some of our designs we use natural chemicals to oxidize the surface of sterling silver.   This 
studio process produces a lustrous, black patina that contrasts beautifully with other gemstone 
and metal colors.  The patina will wear over time and develop a character similar to a fine 
leather product as it breaks in.  This finish can be reapplied upon the customer’s request at no 
charge; the only cost is shipping.

Our Primary Metals

Product Information
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Todd Reed designs feature an eclectic mix of unique diamonds and unusual gemstones, though 
he is particularly renowned for his use of raw diamonds. These beautiful and elegant natural 
diamonds are the inspiration behind our one-of-a-kind jewelry.

What are Raw Diamonds?
Raw diamonds are diamonds that are in their natural state--unprocessed, unpolished and 
uncut--totally raw. 

Natural Colored Diamonds
Natural colored diamonds have natural (raw) color, and come in almost every color imaginable. 
When foreign particulates are trapped during diamond crystallization, it effects the chemical 
process. Different trace minerals produce different hues, as well as differing intensities of those 
hues. Natural colored diamonds have not been color treated in any way.  They have not been heat 
treated, irradiated, or enhanced in order to attain their color.  Each natural colored diamond is a 
unique one-of-a-kind gem. 

In the traditional diamond industry, colored diamonds are sometimes processed and heat-
treated in order to obtain their color. At Todd Reed Inc., we incorporate diamonds that are 
sourced from the earth in their natural color. These natural colored diamonds are then cut and 
polished into a multitude of shapes and cuts in order to allow the unique character and beauty 
of each diamond to reveal its natural elegance. Natural colored diamonds are found in a full 
spectrum of colors including vibrant reds, yellows, greens, blacks, browns, pinks, oranges, grays 
and almost every color imaginable. The most common cut and shapes that we use in our designs 
are round rose cut diamonds, round brilliant cut diamonds and fancy cut diamonds that come 
in a variety of shapes.  

Diamonds

Product Information

The 5th C
Traditional diamonds typically use the 
“4-C’s” model to grade a diamond’s 
carat weight, cut, color and clarity. In 
the early 1990’s, Todd Reed discovered 
what he described as the “5th-C” in the 
inherent beauty of raw diamonds called 
“Character”.  Todd fell in love with the 
natural character of raw diamonds and 
has been credited as the first modern-
day designer to incorporate these 
special, one-of-a-kind diamonds into 
fine jewelry.
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Diamonds

There are many diff erent types of diamonds, each with their own unique characteristics and 
shapes. The diamonds that we generally use in our designs include:

Product Information

Fancy Cut Diamonds
Another form of a rose cut, but not round 
in shape.  Fancy cut diamonds often come 
from rough macle diamonds, where the 
particular natural crystal shape lends itself 
to the fancy cut shape.
Shape: Fancy cut diamonds are available in a 
variety of shapes.  Those used most often are 
princess, marquise, oval, pear, and emerald 
cut.  Many other options are available.

Bort Diamonds
Bort diamonds are non-gem-grade diamonds.  
Our borts are of natural color.
Shape: Irregular-shaped, “nugget-like” 
in appearance. 

Raw Diamond Cubes
Shape: Cubic form, uncut and unpolished. 

 

Rose Cut Diamonds (Round)
History: Rose cut diamonds have been in 
use since the mid 16th Century.
Shape: The basic rose cut has a fl at base (no 
pavilion) and a crown composed of triangular 
facets (usually 12 or 24) in symmetrical 
arrangement, which rise to form a point. 
They are usually circular in outline although 
other shapes are often used.
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Round Brilliant Cut Diamonds  
The standard round brilliant diamond 
features a shape that dominates the 
majority of diamond jewelry.  This shape 
consists of a fl at table, the crown, the 
girdle, the pavilion, and a culet.  The proper 
proportions, angles, symmetry, cut and 
polish in the round brilliant shape work 
together to, as a prism, return light back 
out through the top of the diamond. 
*Our white melee are G/H color and VS1 
clarity. They are commonly 1-2mm.

Diamond Macles
A rough diamond macle is a fl at triangular-
shaped crystal.  It grows naturally in this 
shape, when the diamond grows in a 
double crystal.  These diamonds often have 
a smooth surface.
Shape: Flat triangular-shaped crystal, uncut 
and unpolished.

Diamonds

Product Information

Alluvial Diamonds
Alluvial diamond mining is the term used to 
describe how diamonds have been removed 
from the primary source (Kimberlite) by 
natural erosive action over millions of years.  
They are eventually deposited in a new 
environment such as a river bed, an ocean 
fl oor or a shoreline.  These diamonds often 
appear to be polished, due to their naturally 
smooth surface.
Shape: Irregular, naturally smooth and 
appear to be polished from erosion caused 
by their natural environment of river beds, 
ocean fl oors and shoreline. 

Octahedron Diamonds  
Shape: Eight triangular-shaped surfaces that 
form 2 pyramids base to base. We also use 
octahedron diamonds that have been cut in 
half so that they form one pyramid shape. 
The uncut and unpolished octahedron planes 
display surface characteristics that range from 
naturally smooth to crystalline rough.
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Jade Rings

Todd Reed is known as an innovator in the jewelry industry and one of his more recent innovations 
is the use of jade. True to our philosophy, the jade that we use is totally natural in color and has not 
been color-enhanced in any way. The natural colored jade that we use comes in green, black and 
white. We use a rare process to fabricate the jade into various shapes that we use in our designs. 
The way in which we have incorporated jade into fi ne jewelry is one of the most rare and unique 
uses in the industry. 

Fabrication Process:  Only a few people in the country are capable of doing this. The process 
begins by pre-forming a thick round jade slab by using diamond saws and hand grinding. The jade 
is then bored-out and turned perfectly round on a lathe that has been specially equipped with 
high speed diamond grinding tools and coolant spray. 

Jade Hardness:  All three varieties are approximately 6.5 - 7 on the Mohs scale of hardness. While 
jade is reasonably hard, the biggest risk to our jade bands is impact. Our black jade is the hardest 
of the three varieties while the white is the most delicate of the three. For this reason, our “spinner” 
jade ring is only available in black or green jade. 
 
Care and Feeding of Jade:  All of our jade is chemically inert and non-porous.  It will not be 
stained by exposure to normal cleaners, soaps, shampoos or any of the usual household chemicals.  
However, high heat can aff ect the fi t of the jade to the metal sleeve, and therefore exposure to 
high heat should be avoided. 

Jade Origin

Product Information

Our green jade is a variety called Cassiar Jade 
from British Columbia, Canada.   

Our black jade is the fi nest in the world.  It comes 
from Wyoming. 

Our white jade is the rarest of the three jade 
varieties.  The material we use is from Siberia 
and the Korean Peninsula.  This jade is a milky 
cream color as opposed to a bright white.
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Our One-of-a-Kind Collection is comprised of Todd’s exceptional one-of-a-kind designs. These 
pieces refl ect the best of what makes Todd’s work iconic and groundbreaking. Each design is made 
with high-quality materials, extreme attention to detail and time-consuming, hand-executed 
techniques. The end result is an incredibly special piece of jewelry, perfect for any discriminating 
client looking for something completely unique. 

Below are only a few examples of the extraordinary items from our One-of-a-Kind Collection. 
Select pieces are available for presentation to your top clients upon request, and a digital catalog 
is available to all retail partners upon request.

One-of-a-Kind Collection

Product Information

10
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Jewelry Care & Refurbishing

Self-Care Instructions for the Consumer
Over time, fine jewelry can build up with layers of dirt, soap, lotions, etc., that can diminish the 
original finish and luster.  To keep your Todd Reed jewelry clean, we recommend allowing the piece 
to soak in a small bowl filled with a solution of warm water and mild dish soap for several minutes 
to loosen up surface dirt. Next, use a soft bristle toothbrush to gently scrub away any excess 
build up. After the piece is cleaned, thoroughly rinse the jewelry with clean water and let it air dry 
completely before wearing. Be sure to have a drain screen in place wherever you do the final rinse.

*If your client’s piece of jewelry has a patina, please contact us to arrange a professional cleaning.

Professional Cleaning and Refurbishing
We are happy to professionally clean and refurbish your customer’s Todd Reed jewelry as well as 
your Todd Reed stock-inventory jewelry at any time. The only charge for this service is the return 
shipping cost. 

If you are interested in having your jewelry cleaned and refurbished, please contact Client Services 
at 1-800-376-3609 ext. 115 or clientservices@toddreed.com to retrieve a Return Authorization 
Number (RA#). See “Shipping Instructions” in our Policies Section of this manual for directions on 
how to ship your item(s) to us.

Care of Todd Reed leather products
Todd Reed designs incorporating leather feature a vegetable-tanned bridle leather from a 
distinguished American tannery. This fine leather has been produced with built in wax finish, but 
a little extra care should keep it looking beautiful for years.

As with all leathers, we recommend keeping your item out of water and direct sunlight (when 
possible!) If leather should come in contact with water, wipe clean with a dry cotton cloth and 
allow to air dry. 

We recommend using a leather conditioner like saddle soap from time to time if needed to re-
hydrate. This will enhance the condition of leather and extend the lifespan.

Product Information
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Sizing

A proper fit for your customer’s jewelry piece is essential for full enjoyment. We have many different 
designs, some of which can be easily sized while others have some limitations as outlined below.  
Some of our rings cannot be sized due to style.  A list of these is shown below.  To ensure a successful 
size, it is imperative that you follow our guidelines as outlined below when measuring your client. 

Important Disclaimer
Due to the nature of the materials and designs of our jewelry, any and all warranties offered by 
Todd Reed, Inc. are voided if the jewelry is re-sized, modified, repaired, or worked on in any way by 
any jeweler or individual other than Todd Reed, Inc.

Cost of Sizing 
• Flush set eternity and channel set bands (including rings in TRDR400, TRDR390, TRDR391, 

TRDR381 series), as well as some men’s styles will incur a base charge of $75 for sizing after the 
initial free sizing.

• Some designs in the catalog incur sizing fees greater than our $75 base fee.  Please inquire and 
reference the Todd Reed SKU for current charges. 

• Rings being sized over a size 10.5+ are subject to an additional 10% charge--please contact us 
to determine the charge for the sizing to be incurred as it may vary by style and complexity.

• When sending a ring in for sizing remember that in most cases this is only possible if the 
required size is within 2 sizes of your stock piece.  If the size is more than 2 sizes it will require 
a new build.

Return Authorization Number
All incoming packages to our studio require an Return Authorization Number (RA#).  If you need to 
send product back to our studio for service or return, please contact Client Services at 1-800-376-
3609 ext. 115 or clientservices@toddreed.com to retrieve a Return Authorization Number (RA#).  

When sending in product for service please enclose a Todd Reed Alteration & Repair form.  These 
are available through the studio and can be provided as needed by your account manager. 

Shipping Items to be Sized
See “Shipping Instructions” in our Policies Section of this manual for directions on how to ship your 
item(s) to us.

Product Information
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Sizing

Product Information

TRDR218 TRDR221

All Jade RingsAll TRDR411

TRDR506
(can only be sized 

down not up)

• These style numbers have a Charge for 
Resizing

• These style numbers cannot be sized

All TRDR200 and TRDR201

TRDR506

TRDR207 TRDR211

TRDR217

Wholesale 
Sizing Up - to a 12.5

(if larger needs to be discussed)
     

      Sizing down  

Style Ring WS- Quote  WS- Quote 
TRDR200 051$513$

TRDR200 -pd- 18ky- pins 051$513$
TRDR200 -pd- pins 051$503$
TRDR201 -18ky - single 051$082$
TRDR201 -pd- single 051$082$
TRDR201 - single 051$582$
TRDR201 051$003$
TRDR201 -18ky -dbl 051$003$
TRDR201 - p 051$592$
TRDR201 -pd-pins 051$592$

TRDR207
TRDR217

   
   051$561$

TRDR211 051$032$

TRDR506 styles no sizing  up  $150
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Sizing

Product Information

* Sizing rings:
We recomend the following items 
from Rio Grande for sizing rings.

Steel Ring Mandrel

Flat Sided Ring Mandrel
Standard-Width 
Finger Gauge Set

Wide-Shank Finger 
Gauge Set

General Sizing Guidelines
Any type of calipers are useful; non-marring are recommended. Digital calipers are easy to use 
and read. Anything can be measured with the steel calipers as long as you’re careful and they will 
hold up longer than plastic.

Rings
• Indicate the customer’s finger size rather than the size you want the items to be sized to as this 

allows us to take into account the width and design of the piece to ensure a proper fit.
• Indicate any special considerations such as, “the ring will be stacked with 2 other rings on the 

same finger,” or “the customer has very large knuckles,” etc.
• Comfort Fit profiles are available for most ring styles.
• Whenever possible use the same ring sizers and mandrels when estimating finger size of Todd 

Reed clients or gauging client materials.  Keep this consistent among all staff members as 
variations exist in these tools from different manufacturers. 

• When placing a ring on the selected mandrel, always size to CENTER LINE.  If you find it difficult 
to size to center line, please use the mm slide ruler to determine the center. 

• For rings with flat-topped shanks, determine the true client finger size using a ring sizer (narrow 
or wide).  The Todd Reed studio will adjust the size of the ring accordingly.
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Dial Caliper Digital Caliper

Cuffs
Our standard cuff size will fit a wrist with a circumference of approximately 6.25”.  With a flexible 
ruler, take a measurement of the customer’s wrist circumference to the closest ¼” at the wrist 
bone. It is also helpful to use a digital caliper to provide a width and depth measurement of the 
wrist at the wrist bone.  NOTE: for cuffs wider than 2” we will require more measurements. Please 
consult with your account manager at the time your order is placed.

Product Information
Sizing

* Sizing bracelets:
Besides calipers, it’s also very useful to have a flexible ruler to 
measure around the wrist for cuffs.   One from a fabric store is 
great. Or here is a version from Otto Frei:

Flexible Ruler

* Sizing bangles: 
We use bangle sizers from Otto Frei. We recommend the medium and large sets.

Medium Bangle Sizer Large Bangle Sizer
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Measuring Belt Leather

• Start with waist measurments (pants waist size).
• Measurment from end of leather (@ buckle) to center hole is waist size + 1” - 2” (1” for dress 

or 2” for casual).
• Leather should measure additional 6” from the center hole to end of the belt leather.
• Measurements never include buckles.
• Example: 30” waist = 32” belt = 38” total length.

Waist Size + 1” - 2”

6”

* If you have questions regarding sizings, please contact Client Services at 1-800-376-3609 ext. 
109 or clientservices@toddreed.com.

Product Information
Sizing

Belt Leather Ordering Guide

BL1 matte black with black stitching

BL2 matte blue/gray with black stitching

BL3 taupe with taupe stitching

BL4 steel gray with light gray stitching

BL5  dark brown with brown stitching

BL6 black with black stitching

BL7 black with blue stitching

BL8 black with white stitching

BL9 brown with dark brown stitching

BL10 brown with light brown stitching

BL11 brown with white stitching

BL12 light blue with light blue stitching
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Replace silver chain with gold option ID# 16" cost 18" cost

Swaping out existing chain for 14KY or 14RG
1.3mm cable chain

chai564-ss, chai $870 $925

A gold chain for our ss snake chain with
sig.cube/lober clasp

chai345 $245 $255

Adding length to existing chains ID# 16"-18" cost 16"-20"cost Adding 1"

SS snake chain chai345 $205 $220 NA

SS -1.3mm cable chain chai564-ss $125 $135 $125

SS - 2.4mm cable chain chai225 $135 $140 $130

SS - 2.8mm cable chain chai466 $145 $160 $135

SS - 4.3mm cable chain chai376 $145 $165 $135

SS - 2mm wheat chain chai549 $135 $150 $130

14KY or 14RG - 1.3mm cable chain chai564, chai56 $190 $255 $160

18KY - 2.4mm cable chain chai548 $390 $650 $260

Palladium - 1.5mm cable chain chai596 $235 $350 $180

Adding multiple connections ID# Adding 2" (1 point) Adding 4" (2 points)

Connection point in silver to SS snake chain chai345 $175 $355

Connection point in 18KY/18RG to SS snake chain chai345 $255 $505

Connection point to palladium 1.5mm cable chain chai596 $240 $485

Connection point to 14KY/14RG 1.3mm cable chain chai564, chai56 $200 $400

Change SS lobster claw to a J-hook

cable chains- swap clasp from ss lobster claw to ss- jhook w/ 18ky/18krose components $310

cable chains- swap clasp from ss lobster claw to ss- jhook and components $165

Palladium cable chains - swap clasp from pd lobster claw to pd- jhook and components $270

Adding sizing beads to rings: Cost Cost

2 x 2mm

18KY / 18KR $255

Sterling Silver $205

Palladium $250

3 x 2mm

18KY / 18KR $280

Sterling Silver $210

Palladium $275

4x2mm

18KY / 18KR $305

Sterling Silver $210

Palladium $300

6x2mm

18KY / 18KR $335

Sterling Silver $210

Palladium $320

Change to stacking from non stacking

2 x 2mm

18KY / 18KR $372

Palladium $315

Sterling Silver $165

3 x 2mm

18KY / 18KR $445

Palladium $365

Sterling Silver $170

Engraving

Ball Burr - free form Free

Block or Script Lettering

Sizing to over a 10.5
(basic styles- check if unsure)

$90 inlcudes 7 letters.
$8 for each additional letter.

Add 10% original price

Cost

Cost

Product Information
Modifications and Alterations
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Sales

Minimum Order & Dealer Requirements
Opening order minimum is $50,000.00 for all wholesale accounts. There is no minimum for reorders. 
In order to maintain dealer status with Todd Reed, Inc., Account Managers will work directly with 
dealers to ensure that adequate inventory levels are maintained.  

The terms and conditions of the order are effective upon signature or receipt of the goods, 
whichever occurs first. All terms, prices, and conditions are subject to change without notice. All 
designs are the sole property of Todd Reed, Inc. Photo reproduction or reproduction of any sort is 
strictly prohibited.

Jewelry Catalog
You can easily view our jewelry collection on our website. The addition of the OPT program on 
our website allows you to search inventory, build catalogs, and provides many other customer 
outreach tools.  If you require a login for OPT you can receive one through Justin Gould at OPT.  His 
contact information is info@optcentral.com. We also publish digital Look Books that can be sent 
to your customers electronically.

Pricing
Many of our standard, catalog items have a standard price associated with them; however, some 
items may require a price quote. A quote is typically required when the catalog item contains a 
different stone. If you would like the item in a different metal or if there is any sort of request for 
a modification to the original design, your Account Manager and Client Services can easily guide 
you through obtaining a quote and placing a special order. Occasionally we will review our prices 
and adjust to bring prices up to date.

Stock Orders / Special Orders 
All stock and special orders can be placed through your Account Manager or our Client Services at 
1-800-376-3609 ext. 115 or clientservices@toddreed.com.

Each jewelry piece is handmade and slight variations in construction and details are normal. When 
ordering a stock item, you should expect a beautiful variety in every piece and order. For example, 
two pieces that are the exact same style can vary depending on the hand that made it as well 
as the natural colors in the materials. When selling an item to your client, we recommend that 
whenever possible, you sell your client the item from your case and order a new one in to replace it, 
rather than ordering a new one in for your client.  In some instances, it may be necessary to order a 
new one for your client, but it should be explained that their item may slightly differ from the one 
they are seeing in your store due to the nature of the materials and the hand fabrication process. 

When sending a ring in for sizing remember that in most cases this is only possible if the required 
size is within 2 sizes of your stock piece. 
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Sales

Trade Show Orders
We participate in  trade shows throughout the year; Couture is the largest of these. This is a  
great opportunities to view our entire collection, as well as to be one of the first to see our 
newest designs. 

Custom Orders
We are experts in the custom design/build arena and welcome the opportunity to work with you 
and your clients in the custom design process. Whether we are incorporating your client’s diamonds 
or gemstones into one of our pre-existing designs or creating a design completely from scratch, 
we can make your client’s dreams a reality. We have a team of master goldsmiths who, along with 
Todd’s design sensibilities, can custom make almost anything imagined. To find out more about 
our custom order process or to begin the custom design process, please contact Client Services at 
1-800-376-3609 ext. 109 or clientservices@toddreed.com. 

Client-Material Intake Waivers
These are required when sending us  
your client’s materials for a custom  
job in order to ensure that all parties  
are aware of condition and potential  
risks in material testing or setting. Our 
inventory department will  contact you 
after reviewing  the material.

Repairs & Alterations
We guarantee our jewelry against defects in manufacturing. In order to maintain this guarantee 
of craftsmanship, all repairs, alterations, and sizings must be performed by Todd Reed, Inc. If you 
opt to have any repair, alteration, or sizing performed by anyone other than Todd Reed, Inc., we 
relinquish any and all liability for that particular piece. All returns for repair or alteration must be 
accompanied by a Return Authorization number (RA#) issued by Todd Reed, Inc. Please contact 
Client Services at 1-800-376-3609 ext. 115 or clientservices@toddreed.com for assistance with a 
repair or alteration.

Time Frame
Our standard order production turnaround time is approximately 6-8 weeks. Repairs are normally 
10 business days upon receipt.  In special circumstances, we may be able to accommodate a faster 
turnaround time since all of our work is produced in our Boulder, CO Studio. Please don’t hesitate 
to contact us if you have an earlier deadline request at 
1-800-376-3609 ext. 109  or email clientservices@toddreed.com.
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Todd Reed Studio Experience

Beginning in January 2018 we established a program called the Todd Reed Studio Experience. The 
program entails a two day, all-expenses-paid trip (air travel US only)* to the Todd Reed Studio 
in Boulder.  

The Experience is by invitation only and includes: immersive brand training; a studio tour; time with 
our Shop jewelers; a Forged as One demonstration; a marketing presentation; and an opportunity 
to purchase new product. Meals are provided, and include an evening meal with Todd.  

The goal of the Todd Reed Studio Experience is to engage our partners in an intimate environment 
more in line with the old New York model; rather than the time constraints and pressure of 
trade shows, we can develop effective strategies to drive commerce forward with adequate 
time and resources.  

This program is by invitation and a significant investment on our part. Airfare (US), hotel, 
transportation, and food are all provided for up to two decision makers from your team. We believe 
that the connection our Experience creates enhances partnerships and drives sales. The ROI target 
is Knowledge, Effective Strategies, Increased Sales and Partnership.  

*Out of country travel to Boulder will be compensated up to $500 USD. 

Todd Reed Brand Training
All new dealers are required to complete Todd Reed immersive brand training for store owners and 
sales staff. The training is a visual and video presentation that walks through the brand from its 
history, value proposition and market positioning to resources for sales people. We encourage all 
Todd Reed partners to conduct the training when new sales staff are hired in their store. 

The presentation is available as a live demonstration with your Todd Reed Account Manager,  
during an in-studio Todd Reed Experience, or in a Powerpoint format. The brand training deck 
contains proprietary information and is not be shared or distributed outside of your employees 
under any circumstances.

Todd Reed Brand Manual
Our brand manual is a comprehensive guide to all things Todd Reed. We have created an online 
version specifically for our dealer partners at www.toddreedbrandmanual.com. Please contact 
your Account Manager for login credentials. Our brand manual contains proprietary information 
and is not to be shared publicly under any circumstances.

Todd Reed University
In line with immersive training, significant time and budget resources will be put towards Todd 
Reed University, an online webinar brand training program. Recorded segments focus on such 
topics as “Selling Artisanal Luxury” to “Forged as One.” As we move forward we will be recording 
shorter segments that address additional questions concerning all things Todd Reed.
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Lifetime Warranty
All Todd Reed jewelry is covered by a lifetime guarantee against any defect in craftsmanship. In 
the event that an item requires repair or replacement due to a defect in craftsmanship, we will 
make every reasonable effort to provide suitable replacements for all organic materials, although 
we cannot guarantee an exact replacement in matching the size, color, characteristics, and origin 
of these materials. 

Due to the nature of the materials and designs of our jewelry, any and all warranties offered by 
Todd Reed, Inc. will not be honored if the jewelry is re-sized, modified, repaired, or worked on in 
any fashion by any jeweler or individual other than Todd Reed, Inc. In an effort to preserve your 
warranty, we kindly request that you contact us to address any concerns you might have regarding 
your Todd Reed jewelry.

Certificate of Authenticity
Each item created by Todd Reed is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity.  

Payment Terms
Our standard payment terms are net 30 days. Items sold at a special event, trunk show, or from 
memo goods are payable with terms of net 15 days.  All invoices must be paid by the invoice due 
date.  Overdue payments are subject to finance charges.

Method of Payment
Acceptable payment methods include: company or cashiers check, Mastercard, Visa, or American Express.
 

Trade-In Policy
Todd Reed has no set trade-in policy. Talk with your Account Manager if you wish to make any 
product trades.  We strive to make this process easy with the goal of healthy business practices for 
both parties. 

Terms & Conditions
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Shipping Instructions / Claims
Orders are shipped via Federal Express.  Customers will be billed for all shipping costs associated 
with their orders.  All jewelry being shipped to Todd Reed, Inc. for reconditioning, repair or 
return must be accompanied by a Return Authorization Number (RA#) along with a completed 
Alteration and Repair (RA) form.  Please contact Client Services at 1-800-376-3609 ext. 115 or 
clientservices@toddreed.com to obtain an RA# or if you need additional RA Forms. 

Dealers are responsible for all shipping and insurance 
costs when shipping items to Todd Reed, Inc.  
Please write the RA# issued to you on the outside of 
the shipping package as well as on the RA Form which 
should be included in the package. 

Please ship to:
Todd Reed, Inc.
2015 Pearl Street
Boulder, CO  80302

*Claims for defective merchandise or incorrect shipments must be made in writing 
within 2 business days after the shipment is received. 

Shipping Rates
$25 per shipment for 2 day (insured up to $5K)
$40 for next day (insured up to $5K)
$55 for priority overnight (insured up to $5K)
Additional charge for shipments of $5K = $3 for every $1K of value in excess of $5K
Charges are subject to change

Discounting Policy 
Todd Reed, Inc. does not engage in the advertising or promotion of discounted pricing on any of its 
designs or finished jewelry to the general public or retail consumers, whether by print media, digital 
media, television, radio, or email solicitations, in any form. We encourage our dealers to adopt the 
same policy. We understand that occasionally our partners will offer short-term incentives to their 
clients for Holiday events, etc. These are accommodated on a very limited time basis with the goal 
of moving commerce forward.

Past Due Accounts
A 1.5% per month late fee will be charged on past due accounts (unless otherwise prohibited by local 
law, in which case a maximum legal interest shall apply).  In the event your account is delinquent in 
excess of 60 days from invoice date,  your account will be under review for a credit hold. 

Terms & Conditions

ALTERATION & REPAIR FORM

Important Shipping Information:

USPS: ship to PO Box 4164 Boulder, CO 80306

FedEx or UPS: ship to 2015 Pearl Street Boulder, CO 80302

Repair #

For Todd Reed Inc. use only

800 376 3609

RA # issued by Todd Reed Inc.

Store name

Date of return

Sales person

Style # / Description

Repair/alteration instructions

Date received Received by

Date due

T

M

Jeweler initials

Approved by

Date completed

Notes

Size / Condition upon arrival

Size / Condition when complete
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Terms & Conditions

End of Partnership Protocol 
In the event that a mutual dissolution of partnership is initiated by Todd Reed, Inc. or the Retailer, 
these agreements take effect:
• All previously sold product will remain under our lifetime warranty and honored.
• Todd Reed Inc. will not buy back store inventory.
• The Todd Reed trade name will not be used in any form.
• The retailer may sell down the remaining inventory in the best way they see fit, although we 

encourage that the product is not advertised in any form of media at a discounted price.
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Marketing & Advertising

At Todd Reed Inc., we have a distinct brand identity and desire our partners to help maintain 
that standard when marketing our jewelry collection.  Synergy in our combined efforts ensures 
delivering a consistent brand message to the public.

Trademarks and Copyrights
Diamond Trademarks

Registered Trademarks:
• Autumn Diamonds®
• Raw Diamonds Raw Elegance®
• Raw Elegance®

In addition, the Todd Reed logo, our TR mark, and the Octahedron are also registered trademarks 
(see samples below). 
While it is not necessary to use the registered or trademarked symbols in all instances that our logo 
and brand marks appear, we ask that you do use the appropriate mark when advertising Autumn 
Diamonds®, Raw Diamonds Raw Elegance®, and Raw Elegance®.

Trademarks:
• Cabochon Diamonds™

We ask that you use the trademark symbol in all instances where Cabochon Diamonds™ appears 
in relation to Todd Reed. Retailers will be notified when the name is fully registered.

Autumn Diamonds®
In 2017 Todd Reed successfully registered Autumn Diamonds® with the US patent office. It is 
a proprietary blend of earth toned diamond brilliants: browns, reds, oranges, yellows. Autumn 
Diamonds® are used in a number of core and one-of-a-kind works and will always be clearly 
labeled as Autumn Diamonds® in the description. There is an expectation that retailers will use 
the Registered name whenever advertising pieces utilizing Autumn Diamonds®.
Cabochon Diamonds™

In 2016 the trademarked name Cabochon Diamonds™ was submitted for consideration to the US 
patent office. As of Spring 2018 the name is officially being considered for full registration. Cabochon 
Diamonds™ describes a proprietary technique of creating cabochons from raw diamonds and the 
works of art that are created from the diamonds resulting from this technique.

Brand Guidelines
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Marketing & Advertising

Use of our Logo
The Todd Reed logo has a minimum 
clear space of one “O.”  This means 
that the closest another element can 
come to the logo is no more than one 
“O” in any direction, based on the scale 
of the logo.

Todd Reed Colors

Light Gray
PMS Cool Grey 3
CMYK: 21 17 17 0
RGB: 200 199 199
HEX: #C8C7C7

Dark Gray
PMS Cool Grey 11
CMYK: 68 62 58 4
RGB: 65 64 66
HEX: #414042

Typeface
The Todd Reed Typeface is called 
BROWN

Todd Reed Full Lock-Up Logo

Todd Reed Logo
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Marketing & Advertising
Ad Formats

(available formats for use)
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Cooperative Advertising (CO-OP)

Todd Reed has no formal cooperative advertising program. Dealers are encouraged to submit 
proposals for cooperative advertising opportunities to Todd Reed for review. Proposals will be 
reviewed on a case by case basis.

How Approved Proposals are Credited
• Todd Reed participation funds will be issued in the form of a credit to your account. 
• Credits will not be paid out in cash.  
• Past due accounts must be brought current before credits will be issued.

Marketing & Advertising
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Ad Layout Guidelines
Since Todd Reed has a National advertising presence we are diligent in maintaining the way our 
brand is represented in the media.  Any use of our trademark or product is subject to approval 
prior to ad placement.  We do allow a degree of flexibility provided that the format is brand 
centric in approach.  

We require that our logo is used within our font and positioning requirements.  If you are creating 
an ad internally you will need to send it to your Account Manager for approval by our Marketing 
team.  Once the ad is approved you are free to place the advertisement.

Todd Reed, Inc. Image Resources
Our Marketing team is ready to assist you with high resolution images upon request.   We also 
stand ready to help you create layouts for your ads at no additional cost.

Social Media Support
We realize the importance of connecting our brand to your customers.  Our in-house Marketing 
team provides excellent social media support for all of our dealers.  Whether it’s driving Todd 
Reed customers to your door or providing unique content that is specific to your inventory, we are 
dedicated to your digital marketing needs.

A large portion of our digital advertising budget is spent on promoting Todd Reed events for our 
dealers. 
• These social media outreaches keep clients in your market radius informed of special events 

happening within your store.
• We happily provide branded promotional graphics for your use in marketing special events.

For original digital content to use on social platforms, contact marketing@toddreed.com
• Examples include:  documenting a client’s order from start to finish, studio imagery, photos 

of inventory prior to a special event, Todd Reed updates, and more!

We closely monitor our dealers social media pages and are always on the lookout for unique 
content to share.  If you would like us to share any content from your social platforms, please let 
us know.

Advertising Guidelines for Dealers

Marketing & Advertising
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There are multiple options available for counter collateral materials. Our Marketing Department can also 
assist you in designing a custom piece of collateral for your store. We off er the following formats:

Digital Look Books
Digital Look books are electronic catalogs hosted by Todd Reed and shared electronically with 
our networks. Each unique catalog gives a branded overview of the collection, and are published 
throughout the year. Todd Reed Marketing can help your marketing team send out the digital 
books and suggest various ways each can be used for marketing. 

Holiday Digital Look Books are created specifi cally for those stores who opt in, and feature 
inventory and branded material from the individual store. You will receive notice from your 
account manager regarding deadlines for material and confi rmation of your participation. 

Point of Sale Collateral

Marketing & Advertising

Postcards
Postcards are available for direct 
mail or handouts. These are created 
to support events and generally 
feature a single item or stack of 
rings on the front, and are blank 
on the back. Printing will be done 
in Boulder.  Special Event postcards 
created specifi cally for a store will 
be billed to the store.

Invitations
Invitations are designed specifi cally to support events. Printing can be done either in Boulder or at 
your location. The Todd Reed Marketing Department is available to help you design your invitation. 
Printing of the invitations will be at the retailer’s expense.

Posters
Posters are designed for in-store brand identifi cation or supporting events. The Todd Reed 
Marketing team is available to help design your collateral. Printing can be done either in 
Boulder or at your location.  Any charges on approved posters will be billed to your store.
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The digital landscape has become integral to selling, brand development and is an extension of 
your retail space. Integration of online channels are as important to our and your marketing efforts 
as is print. Research suggests that consumers are using multiple touchpoints to get to the brands 
they love. Some would say that digital marketing is overtaking print, but our stance is to develop a 
strong presence in all marketing channels. Our omni-channel marketing efforts include having a 
strong web presence with the latest platform that showcases our current inventory.

Dealer Locator
Our website is an extension of our brand and helps create the desire for Todd Reed as much as if 
fans were to see works in your case. Having a highly functional interactive Dealer Finder on our 
website gives anyone anywhere the opportunity to shop for Todd Reed wherever it is convenient 
for them. 

We give all of our active dealers an opportunity to be found easily on toddreed.com. We list the 
store name, address and maps, and ideally a link to the Todd Reed portion of each dealers website.  
We make it easier for clients to find and engage with you.  

It is of paramount importance that you keep your website up to date with Todd Reed inventory, our 
latest logos and any collateral Todd Reed Marketing can provide for you.

Events Calendar
The Todd Reed website also features an events calendar.  We list every special event and personal 
appearance that is planned for throughout the year.  It is important to plan ahead and complete 
the Letter of Agreement (LOA) with your account manager.  Todd Reed Marketing with then add 
your Special Event to the website calendar, as well they will create a Facebook Events page. See 
more about events in the Special Events section below.

Social Media
We are committed to feature our Dealers in the digital space through our social media channels.  
By regularly posting Special Events, reposting dealer content, profiling dealers in our e-news 
broadcasts, we create a dynamic synergy in the digital universe. We encourage our partners to 
pay close attention to their digital presence and to be sure Todd Reed is a part of that experience 
for your fans.

Website & Digital
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OPT
Access to OPT (Omnichannel Performance Technology) provides you with amazing capabilities to 
expand your professional presentation to clients and close more sales. OPT allows you to:

• Access a complete catalog with high quality images, descriptions and current pricing.
• See suggested complementary styles and maximize the sale.
• Email the latest styles and collections to your customers and drive in-store traffic.
• Access Todd Reed’s virtual inventory and submit inquiries, request a viewing and generate 

special orders from the sales floor.
• Free direct customer support with virtual training by OPT associates regarding use of the 

system.

Access to OPT through the Todd reed website is represented by a link in the footer. You must 
register for an account login. In order to receive a login please contact Justin Gould at OPT: info@
optcentral.com

Website & Digital
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Merchandising Standards
Merchandising is an important component of brand representation.  A poorly merchandised case 
lacks focus and is difficult for the client to navigate.  A well displayed properly merchandised 
case establishes value while speaking to the artistic vision of the designer.  The art of product 
presentation utilizes negative space and draws the eye into the frame.  Presenting complimentary 
groupings tells a story while providing a client with another place to go within the collection.  It 
helps create a desire to own and is easy for the client to shop.  

There are a variety of display materials available from Todd Reed to help you achieve great case 
line brand representation.  Your Account Manager can assist you with creating an eye catching 
presentation that maximizes your sales potential.  Below are the items available free of charge to 
help you achieve a display case with impact.

Display Materials

Displays, Merchandising & Packaging

Back Row: 3 inch Riser, 6 inch Riser, 8 inch Riser
Front Row: Pendant/Earring stand, 1.5 inch Riser, 
Ring Discs, Earring Stand
Base: 10 inch by 18 inch Display Pad
Note: Riser width and depth is 4 inches

From Left: 3 inch hook stand, 5 
inch hook stand, ring stand, 5 
inch T-stand, 3 inch T-stand
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Displays, Merchandising & Packaging

Displaying Our Work
Our bridal jewelry sells the strongest when displayed in stacks.  Using traditional ring trays to 
display our solitaires and bands makes it difficult for the customer to understand the concept of 
the Todd Reed style.  Positioning these rings together increases your average sale as the clients are 
more committed to purchase multiple rings in order to achieve the full look.

Below are examples of how to properly merchandise all three of our product categories.  Following 
this template will ensure a proper sell-through of your inventory. 
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Displays, Merchandising & Packaging

Packaging
We also provide Todd Reed branded packaging upon request.
Below are examples of the items available to order.

Back Row: large Gift Bag, small Gift Bag
Middle Row: Earring/Cuff Box (various inserts), Bracelet Box
Front Row: Ring/Earring Box (various inserts), small, medium and large Jewelry Pouches

Contact your Todd Reed Account Manager for any Display and Packaging needs.
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Display Materials and Packaging Order Forms

Below is a link to the online forms, these order forms will also be emailed to you by your 
Account Manager.

Displays - http://goo.gl/forms/WBdl9PSwWu

Packaging - http://goo.gl/forms/rJyZPHB2UA

Displays, Merchandising & Packaging
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Purpose
Special events are a great way to showcase unique pieces that are not available in your current 
inventory.  They allow you to set your store apart while creating energy and traffic.  We recommend 
that  you take advantage of these events to increase your annual sales. NOTE: Our preference for 
public-facing language around all Todd Reed events is “Special Events” not Trunk Show.

The key to successful events is frequency and planning.

Planning and Schedules
Special events need to be booked a minimum of 90 days in advance.  This allows for effective client 
outreach and adequate preparation.  Shorter time windows historically equate to low volume 
shows with poor attendance.  Our calendar and merchandise planning does not allow for spur of 
the moment events.

Todd Reed spends a significant amount on travel, transportation, lodging and marketing to 
support special events.  We gladly provide this benefit to our partners with the expectation that 
you promote the event and make a focused outreach to your customer base. 

Special Events

Personal Appearances
Due to his heavy schedule, Todd makes a very limited 
number of trips annually to special events and  these are 
coveted events.  We do our best to accommodate all of our 
qualifying partners equally given the number of potential 
dates per year.

Letters of Agreement
Once your event is booked, your Account Manager will send 
you a letter of agreement (LOA) detailing responsibilities 
from both parties.  Details regarding dates, times, special 
details outside of store events, shipping, and insurance 
are listed.

Insurance
A Certificate of Insurance naming Todd Reed, Inc. as a 
loss payee is required from each partner hosting an event.  
Our Inventory Manager will forward the total value of the 
goods being delivered to the event and request a certificate 
to cover the value while in your possession.  Simply contact 
your insurance agent to secure a rider for the amount of 
the package and forward to our office.  This is a standard 
practice within the industry.
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Purpose
To provide incentive for selling Todd Reed jewelry while earning credit towards owning Todd 
Reed jewelry.  

The Todd Reed Incentive Program is tailored to benefit participating employees and dealers, and it 
serves to acknowledge the time and effort put forth in selling Todd Reed’s original designs.

Benefits of Our Incentive Program
• Credits earned will amount to 5% of the wholesale cost of each Todd Reed item sold.
• Unused credits expire once the associate is no longer employed with the dealer.
• Credits earned are applicable towards Todd Reed jewelry (some exclusions apply, see below).
• Credits earned can be used to purchase Todd Reed jewelry at wholesale cost.
• During specific times throughout the year we will increase the incentive percentage.

How to Participate
Participants are required to fill in the online incentive tracking form at the end of each quarter.    It 
is necessary to fill out and submit this form by the closing dates listed below in order to qualify for 
credits.  Forms not received by the quarterly closing date will not qualify for credit.  Your Account 
Manager will be happy to assist with any questions you may have.

Once you hit the submit button a second window will appear.  If you have multiple Todd Reed sales 
during the quarter you can hit the (submit another response) button.  This can be done multiple 
times if needed.

To assist in the process, we recommend that you keep a copy of the tracking form in your client 
books for easy access.  Also, placing a reminder on your calendar will ensure that tracking forms 
and credits are maintained properly and with ease.  We value our partnerships and desire that 
Todd Reed jewelry be worn by all of our brand ambassadors.  This generous program is a tangible 
part of that commitment.

Incentive Program

Below is a link to the online form, this order 
form will also be emailed to you by your 
Account Manager.

http://goo.gl/forms/j04dmabdVN

Tracking Form closing dates

1st Quarter April 30
2nd Quarter July 31
3rd Quarter October 31
4th Quarter  January 31

Incentive Tracking Form
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Support of our partners with consignment merchandise is a priority and solely based on product 
availability and shop production bandwidth.  Our definition of consignment goods is short-term 
memo shipments to answer a client request.  These are available to you at any time in an effort to 
support your sales activities.  

Long-term memo selections (over 30 days) are extremely rare and are never a guarantee with a 
stock purchase due to our production capability.  If issued, it is with the understanding that you 
report weekly on consignment goods. Prior to trade shows, this product will be recalled to allow 
for order taking and show sales. Our goal with consignment merchandise is to supplement your 
owned inventory with complimentary and aspirational product.  

Special events are also a great source of previewing consigned goods to your customer base.  These 
events are designed to expand your offerings within the context of a value added reason to visit 
your store.  

Consignment Merchandise
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Company Contact Information

Sales & Service:

John Blythe
National Sales Manager
800.376.3609 ext. 115  john@toddreed.com
303-328-7391 cell phone 

Kim Carpenter
Account Manager
800.376.3609 ext. 105  kim@toddreed.com   
720.220.4726 cell phone

Aleksis Baltmanis
Account Manager
800.376.3609 ext. 102  aleksis@toddreed.com
719.337.7806 cell phone

Inventory: 

Diva Olvera
Custom Quotes
800.376.3609 ext. 108  diva@toddreed.com

Jennifer Briggs
Inventory Manager
800.376.3609 ext. 104  jennifer@toddreed.com

Accounting:
Julie Church
Controller
303.442.6280 ext. 118  julie@toddreed.com

Marketing:
Marketing
800.376.3609 ext. 106  marketing@toddreed.com




